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Abstract

Altered sorbitol and myo-inositol metabolism, (Na,K)-ATPase
function, electrochemical sodium gradients, axonal swelling,
and distortion and disruption of the node of Ranvier ("axo-glial
dysjunction") directly implicate hyperglycemia in the patho-
genesis of neuropathy in diabetic rats, but the relevance of this
sequence to clinical neuropathy in heterogeneous groups of
diabetic patients remains to be established. Fascicular sural
nerve morphometry in 11 patients with neuropathy complicat-
ing insulin-dependent diabetes revealed a pattern of interre-
lated structural changes strikingly similar to that of the dia-
betic rat when compared to age-matched controls. 17 older
non-insulin-dependent diabetic patients with comparable dura-
tion and severity of hyperglycemia and severity of neuropathy,
displayed similar nerve fiber loss, paranodal demyelination,
paranodal remyelination and segmental demyelination com-
pared to age-matched controls, but axo-glial dysjunction was
replaced by Wallerian degeneration as the primary manifesta-
tion of fiber damage, and fiber loss occurred in a spatial pattern
consistent with an ischemic component. The mechanistic
model developed from the diabetic rat does indeed appear to
apply to human diabetic neuropathy, but superimposed hor-
monal, metabolic, vascular, and/or age-related effects alter the
morphologic expression of the neuropathy in non-insulin de-
pendent diabetes.

Introduction

Insulin-dependent (IDDM)' and non-insulin-dependent
(NIDDM) diabetes mellitus is the most commoncause of neu-
ropathy in the Western world (1, 2). The distal symmetric
polyneuropathy associated with diabetes is presumed to result
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1. Abbreviations used in this paper: BB, Bio-breeding (rat); CV, coeffi-
cient of variation of myelinated fiber density; IDDM, insulin-depen-
dent diabetes mellitus; NIDDM, non-insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus.

from a complex interplay between metabolic factors related to
hyperglycemia and unidentified independent genetic and envi-
ronmental variables (1, 3-6). The conversion of excess glucose
to sorbitol by the enzyme aldose reductase and the resulting
depletion of myo-inositol and its phosphoinositide metabo-
lites, which in selected cells leads to inactivation of the
(Na,K)-ATPase, is postulated to play an important pathoge-
netic role (3, 6).

The spatial distribution of these linked metabolic defects
does not convincingly localize the primary pathogenetic pro-
cesses of this disorder to any of the multiple cell types in pe-
ripheral nerve. Aldose reductase is primarily confined to para-
nodal Schwann cell cytoplasm and vascular endothelial cells in
nerve (7), whereas elevated ambient glucose levels appear to
depress myo-inositol and (Na,K)-ATPase in peripheral
neurons (6, 8-12) as well as vascular smooth muscle and per-
haps endothelial cells ( 13, 14).

Similarly, numerous morphological and electrophysiologi-
cal analyses of human diabetic neuropathy have emphasized
entirely different lesions involving peripheral nerve axons,
Schwann cells, perineurial cells, or endoneurial vascular ele-
ments in the pathogenesis of diabetic neuropathy (1, 15-36).
The proximal-to-distal increase in morphometric abnormali-
ties (1, 20) and the topographic and temporal distribution of
neurological signs and symptoms in diabetic distal symmetric
polyneuropathy suggest a primary axonopathy preferentially
involving longer myelinated axons (31-33). Nerve biopsies
from young diabetic patients characteristically exhibit ultra-
structural lesions most consistent with an early primary distal
axonal atrophy and degeneration (28, 29, 35, 37). Yet studies
of sural nerve biopsies by Thomas and Lascelles (24, 25) and
others (27, 30), and autopsy studies (26) have also emphasized
segmental demyelination and remyelination in diabetic distal
symmetric polyneuropathy, postulating a primary abnormal-
ity of Schwann cells. Endoneurial vascular abnormalities such
as basement membrane thickening and reduplication, endo-
thelial cell swelling and proliferation, and platelet aggregation
resulting in vessel occlusion have been noted in sural nerve
biopsies (21, 23) and at autopsy (1, 17, 20, 22, 36) of diabetic
patients. A quantitative increase in these vascular abnormali-
ties in association with focal loss of myelinated fibers in older
diabetic subjects has been interpreted to suggest hypoxic or
ischemic damage to nerve fibers in diabetic distal symmetric
polyneuropathy (1, 21, 23). Thus, while demonstrating that
most tissue elements of peripheral nerve are involved in the
disease process at some point, existing studies of human dia-
betic distal symmetric polyneuropathy provide no consistent
evidence as to the location of the initial inciting events.

In contrast, recent studies of diabetic animal models local-
ize prominent early structural and functional abnormalities to
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the specialized interface between axons and Schwann cells at
the nodes of Ranvier of myelinated nerve fibers. Soon after the
onset of acute spontaneous diabetes in the Bio-breeding (BB)
rat, nerve conduction is reversibly slowed by a diminished
nodal equilibrium potential owing to intraaxonal sodium ac-
cumulation attributable to impaired (Na,K)-ATPase activity
(8, 9, 38, 39). This defect in (Na,K)-ATPase in turn results
from the myo-inositol depletion that accompanies the accu-
mulation of sorbitol (40). Intraaxonal sodium accumulation is
associated with nodal and paranodal swelling, and spatial de-
formation of the paranodal apparatus (39, 40). Persistent
nodal deformation has been speculated to contribute to a
poorly reversible disruption and loss of strategic junctional
complexes between terminal loops of myelin and the para-
nodal axolemma (41). This "axo-glial dysjunction" correlates
with the more chronic and poorly reversible slowing of nerve
conduction (9, 41, 42) that is attributable to a marked decrease
in nodal sodium permeability (9, 39), which in turn probably
reflects the escape of nodal sodium channels by lateral migra-
tion into the internode through the now-damaged paranodal
junctional barrier (39, 41, 43). Axo-glial dysjunction also most
likely constitutes the initial stage in the development of para-
nodal demyelination (39) and is followed by a progressive but
subtle diminution of axon cylinder size or "axonal atrophy"
(44). This complex set of interrelated metabolic, biophysical,
and ultrastructural processes first expressed at the highly spe-
cialized interface between the axon and its associated Schwann
cells at the node of Ranvier may constitute a primary pathoge-
netic element in the neuropathy of this animal model for
IDDM.

In order to assess the applicability of this model to the
pathogenesis of the neuropathy complicating IDDM or
NIDDM in human subjects, and thereby gain further insight
into the pathogenesis of human diabetic neuropathy, sural
nerve biopsies obtained from diabetic patients with distal
symmetric polyneuropathy entering an aldose reductase inhib-
itor trial were examined for characteristic structural alterations
at the node of Ranvier. Because elements of the metabolic
sequence involving sorbitol, myo-inositol, and the (Na,K)-
ATPase probably exist in vascular as well as neural compo-
nents of peripheral nerve, focal loss of nerve fibers was assessed
as a possible expression of ischemic nerve damage (1, 20, 21) in
these nerve biopsies. Finally, because some forms of vascular
disease may be primarily age-related in diabetic subjects, and
may differ between patients with IDDM and NIDDM (45),
biopsies obtained from patients with IDDMand NIDDMwere
analyzed separately and compared to sural nerve biopsies from
carefully age-matched controls.

These studies confirm, for the first time, lesions at the node
of Ranvier and subtle axonal atrophy in human patients with
peripheral neuropathy complicating IDDM that are charac-
teristic of the neuropathy in the BB rat model. In patients with
NIDDM, despite similar degrees of nerve fiber loss, paranodal
swelling, and paranodal demyelination compared to their age-
matched controls, axo-glial dysjunction was not increased,
whereas Wallerian degeneration was significantly more preva-
lent. Focal loss of nerve fibers was related to age in both con-
trol subjects and IDDM patients but was statistically signifi-
cantly increased only in nerve biopsies from patients with
NIDDMcompared with age-matched controls as a function of
duration of diabetes. These findings are interpreted to support
the applicability of the BB rat model to the pathogenesis of

human diabetic neuropathy, especially in IDDM where para-
nodal swelling, axo-glial dysjunction, paranodal demyelina-
tion, and paranodal remyelination correlated closely, but sug-
gest that the expression of metabolic damage may be more
complex in NIDDMpresumably due to effects of age or asso-
ciated vascular disease.

Methods

Patient selection criteria. All patients enrolled at the Toronto clinical
center in a 12-mo prospective, randomized, double-blind, multicenter
clinical trial of the aldose reductase inhibitor sorbinil in the treatment
of symptomatic diabetic polyneuropathy were requested to undergo a
diagnostic fascicular sural nerve biopsy as part of the baseline screening
process. Patients were also informed that they might be requested to
undergo a second fascicular biopsy at the end of the trial to evaluate
possible effects of treatment. Entrance requirements were age 18-65
yr, neuropathy of 6 mo or more duration, and IDDM or NIDDMas
defined by the National Diabetes Data Group criteria (46) of 1-20 yr in
duration with a current hemoglobin A,C greater than the 95th percen-
tile of the nondiabetic adult population. Neuropathy was defined by
symptoms or objective physical findings consistent with a distal sym-
metric polyneuropathy, confirmed by the presence of either elevated
tactile (47) or thermal (48) perception thresholds, or slowed motor
nerve conduction velocity (peroneal < 40 M* s-' if age < 40 yr or < 37
M* s-I if age 2 40 yr). Womenwith childbearing potential or patients
with systemic conditions other than diabetes associated with peripheral
neuropathy were excluded, as were patients with symptomatic periph-
eral vascular disease or renal or hepatic disease. Patients were not
enrolled in the trial if their diabetic treatment regimen or degree of
metabolic control was substantially altered within the preceding 3 mo.

Patient populations. 28 of 31 patients with diabetic neuropathy
enrolled at the Toronto clinical center consented to and successfully
underwent baseline fascicular sural nerve biopsies without complica-
tion. Patients were classified as having IDDMor NIDDMaccording to
the National Diabetes Data Group clinical guidelines (46) by one of the
investigators (Dr. Bril) unaware of biopsy results. 11 patients, seven
men and four women, with a mean age of 38.5±4.4 (SEM) yr (range
22-61 yr) and a mean duration of diabetes of 1 1± 1.6 yr (range 1-19 yr)
were classified as having IDDM. 17 patients, 16 menand one woman,
with a mean age of 56.1±2.0 yr (range 44-65 yr, P < 0.005 vs. IDDM
patients) and a mean duration of 10.4±1.1 yr (range 2-18 yr) were
classified as having NIDDM. All IDDMand 13 NIDDMpatients were
treated with insulin, and four NIDDMpatients were treated with sul-
fonylureas. Mean hemoglobin A,C was 8.6±0.7% (range 6.1-12.8%) in
patients with IDDM, and 8.0±0.3% (range 6.3-10.5%) in patients with
NIDDM. Mean duration of symptomatic neuropathy was 3.04±1.02
yr (range 0.75-10.00 yr) in patients with IDDM, and 2.72±0.70 years
(range 0.42-9.00 yr) in patients with NIDDM. Sural nerve specimens
from 19 patients with no history of diabetes or neuropathy were ob-
tained either in conjunction with cadaveric organ donation, or at au-
topsy within 6 h of death, and used as control material. Preliminary
experiments, in which paired fascicular biopsies were obtained from
the same donors during organ donation and at subsequent autopsy
revealed that neither myelinated fiber morphometry nor teased fiber
pattern were changed during the intervening postmortem period.

Electrophysiological studies. Nerve conduction studies were re-
peated four times during an 8-wk baseline and placebo "run-in" period
at the beginning of the trial. These included measurements of anti-
dromic median and sural sensory conduction velocity and compound
action potential amplitude, and orthodromic median and peroneal
motor conduction velocity and evoked muscle potential amplitude,
using surface electrodes placed on the patients' dominant side, and
performed in a temperature-controlled room at 34WC. For sural nerve
conduction measurements, the active recording electrode was placed
over the sural nerve at the level of the lower tip of the lateral malleolus,
and the reference electrode placed 3 cm distal to the active electrode,
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below and lateral to the malleolus. The stimulating cathode was placed
14 cm proximal to the active recording electrode slightly lateral to the
midline in the lower third of the leg, with the anode proximal to the
cathode. The ground electrode was placed between the cathode and the
active recording electrode. A stimulus of 0.2-ms duration with an
intensity equal to 120% of that yielding a maximal response was ap-
plied via the stimulating electrode, and the resulting compound action
potential was recorded using averaging techniques. Median and pero-
neal conduction studies were also performed in a standardized manner
per the experimental protocol.

Surgical procedure and specimen preparation. A single fascicular
biopsy 5-6 cm in length was obtained surgically under local anesthesia
from the sural nerve just posterior to the lateral malleolus. The speci-
mens were divided transversely into four equally sized portions, the
two most proximal of which were immediately fixed in cacodylate-
buffered 2.5% glutaraldehyde for 24 h, postfixed for 2 h at 4°C in 1%
cacodylate-buffered osmium tetroxide (pH 7.4), and were employed
for morphometric studies (the two distal segments were immediately
snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen for biochemical studies to be reported
separately) (49). The two proximal segments were both dehydrated in
graded concentrations of alcohol; one was embedded in Epon, and
cross and longitudinal sections were used for morphometric analysis,
and the other was used for teased fiber preparations in Epon. Thin
sections for electron-microscopic examination were stained with
aqueous uranyl acetate and lead citrate. All morphometric analyses
were performed by one author (Dr. Nathaniel) and all teased fiber
analyses by another (Dr. Sima), each of whomwere unaware of the
source of the biopsy.

Morphometric techniques. The myelinated fiber number, size, and
spatial distribution were characterized on semithin (0.5 uM) toluidine
blue-stained cross sections of sural nerve fascicles photographed at a
total magnification of 1,600. The area of each myelinated fiber of the
entire fascicle was measured from approximately 20 photographs per
biopsy with the aid of a 9872A HPdigitizer interfaced with a 9825A
desk computer and plotter (Hewlett-Packard Co., Cupertino, CA) for
the construction of histograms of myelinated fiber size, and for the
calculation of mean fiber size for each individual biopsy. Endoneurial
area was digitized from prints with a total magnification of 250, and
myelinated fiber density (number of fibers per unit area of endoneurial
space) and occupancy (percent endoneurial area occupied by myelin-
ated fibers) were calculated as previously described in detail (44). The
intrafascicular coefficient of variation of myelinated fiber density
(CV), a measure of the nonuniformity of the spatial. distribution of
myelinated nerve fibers over the cross-sectional area of each fascicle,
has been interpreted to reflect hypoxic or ischemic nerve damage (50).
Each fascicle was divided into five 720 radial sectors, and the mean
density of myelinated fibers in each sector was determined. CV was
defined in this study as the quotient of the standard deviation of sec-
torial fiber densities and the mean sectorial fiber density of each
fascicle.

The axon-myelin ratio, defined as the ratio of the natural loga-
rithm of the axonal cross-sectional area to the number of surrounding
myelin lamellae as recommended by O'Neill and Gilliatt (51), was
determined for a mean of 43.7±1.4 randomly chosen fibers for each
fascicle on electronmicroscopic prints at a magnification of 27,420
(44). This normally linear relationship, as defined by linear regression
analysis, decreases under circumstances of axonal atrophy and in-
creases when demyelinated or regenerating fibers are in the process of
remyelination.

The frequency of axo-glial dysjunction (41), defined as the percent-
age of paranodal terminal loops of myelin not exhibiting the charac-
teristic junctional complexes at their abutment with the axolemma
(43), was determined on serial longitudinal electromicroscopic sections
at a magnification of 39,170. In order to avoid repeated analyses of the
same node in serial sections, each examined node was photographed
and coded for identification. In each fascicle, 391±32 terminal loops in
12±0.2 nodes of Ranvier (minimum of 10) with a clearly discernible
trilamellar structure to both the axolemmal and myelin membranes

were examined for the presence of discrete junctional complexes as
previously described in detail (41).

Internodal length-diameter ratio was measured from single teased
fibers using an eyepiece caliper. The internodal diameter was measured
at five equidistant points along the internode, with the mean diameter
used as a measure of overall fiber diameter. The internodal length-di-
ameter ratio was calculated by linear regression analysis.

Teasedfiber analysis. The spectrum and pattern of abnormal my-
elinated nerve fibers was assessed by analysis of teased fibers. A mean
of 67±7 randomly teased single fibers from each biopsy were examined
by phase-contrast light microscopy at a magnification of 480. Each
fiber was qualitatively assigned to one of eight categories based on the
presence or absence of characteristic structural features according to a
modification of the techniqe described by Dyck et al. (52): A, normal
fibers; B, paranodal swelling defined as a paranodal diameter > 150%
of the internodal diameter, C, paranodal demyelination; D, excessive
myelin wrinkling; E, intercalated (remyelinated) nodes; F, Wallerian
degeneration; G, segmental demyelination; H, regenerated and re-
myelinated fibers. The frequencies of abnormalities were expressed as
a percentage of fibers examined.

Statistical analysis. Results were generally expressed as a
mean±standard error of the mean (SEM) with the significance of dif-
ferences between groups calculated by the t test, except that morpho-
metric parameters were expressed as estimated means and observed
ranges with significance of differences between groups calculated by
analysis of variation (ANOVA). Morphometric data were also cor-
rected for age and assessed for significance of differences between
groups on the basis of analysis of covariance. Multiple linear regression
analysis was performed by the method of least squares using age, dura-
tion of diabetes, and hemoglobin A,C as independent variables. Com-
parisons of distributions of myelinated fiber size were performed using
chi-square distribution.

Results

Neurologicalfunction. As required by the entrance criteria, all
patients exhibited clinical signs and/or symptoms of peripheral
neuropathy. Sural nerve sensory conduction velocity and am-
plitude of the evoked compound action potential were mark-
edly depressed compared with the age-corrected values for a
nondiabetic reference population (53): 37.8±0.6 M* s-' com-
pared with 53.7±0.4 M* s-', P < 0.001; and 3.0±0.4 MVcom-
pared with 10.0±0.1 gV, P < 0.001. Similar abnormalities
were noted in the other electrophysiological parameters and in
tactile and thermal thresholds, which will be reported else-
where (54).

There were no differences in these parameters between
subjects with IDDMand NIDDM, with the exception that two
IDDM patients but no NIDDMpatients had unmeasurable
peroneal motor conduction. Sural nerve conduction velocity
and compound action potential amplitudes were, respectively,
37.4±1.0 M* s-' and 2.9±1.0 'V in patients with IDDM, and
38.1±1.0 Ms-' and 3.0±0.8 ,uV in patients with IDDM.
Thus, IDDM and NIDDMpatients, though differing in age,
were similar in duration and severity of hyperglycemia and
neuropathy as measured by objective parameters in the con-
text of this clinical trial.

Myelinatedfiber number. Myelinated fiber density and oc-
cupancy in fascicular biopsies of sural nerve reflect the total
number of sural nerve myelinated fibers to the extent that a
representative fascicle is biopsied. Total fascicular area does
not change as a result of diabetes (20) and mean total endo-
neurial area of the biopsied fascicles were similar in the two
diabetic groups and their respective age-matched controls
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(data not shown). Fiber density (n fibers. mm-2) and occu-
pancy (percent total fascicular endoneurial cross-sectional area
occupied by myelinated fibers) were reduced by - 50% in
IDDM and NIDDMpatients compared with their respective
age-matched controls (Table I A, columns 1 and 2). Although
fiber density and occupancy were numerically smaller in the
older controls for the NIDDMpatients than in the younger
IDDMcontrols, this difference achieved statistical significance
for fiber occupancy alone only by t test (not shown) but not by
analysis of covariance (Table I A), probably due to the skewed
distribution of fiber occupancy in the older controls. While
linear regression analysis in the combined nondiabetic con-
trols revealed inverse linear relationships of myelinated fiber
density and occupancy with age (Fig. 1, 0 and 0 for IDDM
and NIDDMcontrols, respectively, and dotted line for com-
bined linear regression), adjustment of fiber density and occu-
pancy for age by analysis of covariance only minimally altered
the morphometric differences between the two diabetic groups
and their respective age-matched controls (Table I B). Thus,
fiber density and occupancy were markedly and similarly de-
pressed in IDDM and NIDDMpatients in a fashion that was
independent of age. Fiber density and occupancy were also
independent of both duration of diabetes and current hemo-
globin AIC in NIDDMand IDDM patients. Because mean
fascicular area was related to neither age nor diabetes, it is
reasonable to conclude that the magnitude of sural nerve my-
elinated fiber loss was similar in IDDM and NIDDMpatients
with neuropathy, and that this loss largely obscured any age-
related change in fiber number.

Myelinated fiber size. x2 analysis of the histographic size
distribution of myelinated fibers (the "fiber caliber spectrum,"
Fig. 2) revealed statistically significant skewing toward smaller
fibers in both IDDMand NIDDMpatients vs. their respective

age-matched controls (Fig. 2, a and b), in IDDM patients vs.
NIDDMpatients (Fig. 2 c), and in older NIDDMcontrols vs.
IDDM controls (Fig. 2 d). These spectral shifts accounted for
the small and statistically insignificant reductions in mean
fiber area in IDDM patients vs. controls, and in NIDDMcon-
trols vs. IDDM controls (Table I A, column 3). Linear regres-
sion analysis revealed corresponding inverse relationships be-
tween age and mean fiber size in both the combined controls
(Fig. 3, 0 and 0, dotted line) and NIDDMpatients (0, dashed
line) but not in IDDM patients (a) where fiber size tended to
be displaced slightly downward independent of age. A corre-
sponding trend was evident in the age-adjusted mean fiber size
in the IDDM patients vs. the combined controls (Table I B,
column 3) although this difference did not reach statistical
significance. Thus subtle skewing toward smaller nerve fibers
occurred with diabetic neuropathy and as a function of aging,
with the more prominent shift exhibited by IDDM patients
obscuring that associated with age.

A shift in the fiber caliber spectrum can reflect generalized
changes in the size of existing fibers, or a change in the relative
number of fibers within differently sized fiber subpopulations.
Myelin sheath thickness and internodal length are both nor-
mally closely correlated with fiber size such that the natural
logarithm of the axonal cross-sectional area is linearly related
to the number of lamellae in the surrounding myelin sheath
(51, 55, 56), and fiber diameter is proportional to internodal
length (57, 58). The number of myelin lamellae and the inter-
nodal length thus serve as normative markers for fiber cross-
sectional area, and changes in fiber cross-sectional area are
detected as shifts in the slopes of these regression ratios (with
fiber shrinkage decreasing the "axon-myelin" ratio and in-
creasing the intemodal length-fiber diameter ratio).

The slope of the axon-myelin ratio varied insignificantly

Table I A. Morphometric Characteristics of Sural Nerves in IDDMand NIDDMPatients and Age-matched Controls

Groups (n) Fiber density Fiber occupancy Mean fiber area CV Axo-glial dysjunction

mm-2 % ;,M2 % %

IDDM patients (11) r3,198 11.7 36.2 13.3 5.3
(1,244-4,768) (3.6-20.3) (28.6-51.0) (5.6-28.7) (18.4-43.3)
P<0.001 P<0.001 P<0.001

IDDM controls (8) L7,325 L30.4 42.8 14.2 L7.5
(5,806-9,144) (25.5-37.9) (31.2-52.0) (7.9-32.8) (3.8-12.4)

NIDDMpatients (17) 2,930* 11.2* 37.6 22.711' 17.6t**
(754-6,009) (1.5-21.3) (20.4-49.5) (9.0-40.5) (8.9-29.0)

P < 0.001 P < 0.001 P < 0.025
NIDDMcontrols (I11) L6,546t L20.2$ 35.5§ 17.4 l5.0"

(3,970-9,318) (2.9-35.8) (28.7-51.5) (8.2-32.8) (5.9-28.6)

Diagnostic fascicular sural nerve biopsies from neuropathic patients with IDDM or NIDDMentering an aldose reductase inhibitor trial were
compared to sural nerve biopsies obtained from age-matched controls. Myelinated fibers were measured and counted from fixed and embedded
sural nerve cross sections using computer-assisted light-microscopic imaging techniques. Fiber density (number of fibers per square millimeter)
and fiber occupancy (percentage of cross-sectional area occupied by myelinated fibers) were computed and used as an estimate of myelinated
fiber number. Mean myelinated fiber size was computed from fiber population histograms. CVof fiber density was computed by dividing the
fascicular cross section into five radial segments, measuring the fiber density in each segment, and then computing the CVbased on the five
segments; this determination has been used to estimate the extent of nonhomogeneous (i.e., "focal") nerve fiber loss especially in ischemic neu-
ropathies. Axo-glial dysjunction refers to the percentage of terminal loops of myelin that have lost the junctional complexes that normally an-
chor them to the paranodal axolemma (Fig. 7). Data are displayed as estimated means (and observed ranges) with P values derived from
ANOVA. * P < 0.001 vs. IDDM controls. t P < 0.001 vs. IDDM patients. § P < 0.050 vs. IDDM controls. IP < 0.005 vs. IDDM pa-
tients. p < 0.025 vs. IDDM controls. ** P < 0.005 vs. IDDM controls.
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firmed a positive linear relationship between age and intrafas-

. * . * . . cicular CV in the combined controls (Fig. 5, O and 0, dotted
o line) and IDDM patients (Fig. 5, *, solid line) but not in

* .. . . 8 O ° NIDDMpatients (Fig. 5, 0). Adjustment for age by analysis of
covariance demonstrated significantly higher intrafascicular

. * CV in NIDDMbut not IDDM patients compared with com-
* S|bined controls (Table I B, column 4), and in NIDDMpatients

______, ___,__, ___, ___,___ ,__.___,___,_ compared with IDDM patients (Table I B, column 4, lines 1

20 30 40 so 60 70 75 and 3). When corrected for age, intrafascicular CV strongly
Age (years) and positively correlated with duration of diabetes in NIDDM

patients (Fig. 6, 0, dashed line) but not in IDDM patients (Fig.
1. Effect of IDDM, NIDDM, and age on myelinated fiber 6, U); it was unrelated to hemoglobin AIC. Hence, increased

e(upper panel) and occupancy (lower panel) in sural nerve focality of fiber loss was confined to NIDDM patients with
Is. Myelinated fiber density (the number of myelinated fibers neuropathy, could not be accounted for by age, and was posi-
iare millimeter of cross-sectional area) and myelinated fiber tively related to duration but not severity of hyperglycemia.
ncy (the percent cross-sectional area occupied by myelinated Axo-glial dysjunction. Terminal loops of myelin in the
were computed as an estimate of myelinated fiber number in
ar sural nerve biopsies obtained from neuropathy patients paranodal region (Flg. 7) are tightly anchored to the paranodal
DDM(s) and NIDDM(.), and from nondiabetic control sub- axolemma by a collar of highly specialized junctional com-
ge-matched to the IDDM or NIDDMpatients (o and o, re- plexes that divide both the axolemma and the periaxolemmal
rely). These values were plotted as a function of the age of the extracellular space into nodal and internodal domains (Fig. 7,
t,and linear regression analysis, indicated by the dotted line d and f arrowheads) (43). Axo-glial dysjunction signifies the
combined controls, was performed by the method of least loss of these strategic junctional complexes (41) (Fig. 7, b and

s. n, number of subjects; a and b, intercept and slope of the re- d, arrows). Axo-glial dysjunction correlates closely with ante-
n line, respectively; and r, coefficient of correlation. No signif- cedent paranodal swelling (40), and poorly reversible slowing
ifect of age on fiber density and occupancy was observed in of nerve conduction in the spontaneously diabetic BB rat (41),
DDMand IDDM patients. Analysis of covaniance revealed . . .

e shift toward lower fiber density and occupancy in diabetic butghas beenr tin hancdiabet neuropathy.
ts compared with controls was highly statistically significant Axo-glial dysjunction was increased approximately five-

IsIA and I B). fold in IDDM patients but not in NIDDMpatients compared
to their respective age-matched controls (Table I A, column 5).
Linear regression analysis revealed a positive linear relation-

en 0.0 18 and 0.020 among the IDDM controls and the ship between age and axo-glial dysjunction in the combined
)M patients and controls, but was significantly reduced controls (Fig. 8, E and 0, dotted line) and the NIDDMpatients
12 in the IDDM patients (Fig. 4, upper panel). This (Fig. 8, 0, dashed line), with no statistically significant differ-

Lion primarily reflected a decrease in the size of axons ence in axo-glial dysjunction between the latter two (Table I B,
hick myelin sheaths, although a simultaneous small in- column 5). Whencorrected for age, axo-glial dysjunction cor-
in the size of axons with thin myelin sheaths suggested related closely with duration of diabetes in IDDM (Fig. 9, *,

accompanying regeneration and remyelination (Fig. 4, solid line) but not in NIDDMpatients (Fig. 9, 0). However, if
panel) (the presence of which is also supported by teased one patient with NIDDMof 7 yr in duration and an excep-
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Table I B. Age-adjusted Morphometric Characteristics of Sural Nerves in IDDMand NIDDMPatients and Age-matched
Controls by Analysis of Covariance with Age Removed as a Covariant

Groups (n) Fiber density Fiber occupancy Mean fiber area CV Axo-glial dysjunction

mm-2 % AXm2 % %

IDDM patients (1 1) [2464±440 13.0±1.7 34.5±2.6 15.1±2.5 r40-1±1.8
P < 0.001 P < 0.001 P < 0.001

Controls (19) 06+329 .8+1.7 37.8±1.9 [14.0±1.9 12.3±1.3
<0.001 [P<0.001 [P<0.010

NIDDMpatients (17) 3,351±337 L 8.7+2.2 38.6±2.0 -21.7±1.9* 14.9±1.4$

Data from Table I A on IDDM and NIDDMpatients and the combined controls are displayed as age-adjusted means±SEMcomputed by anal-
ysis of covariance with age eliminated as an independent covariant. The younger IDDM and older NIDDMcontrols were combined since
values were corrected for differences in age. P values derived from analysis of covariance. * P < 0.050 vs. IDDM patients, t P < 0.001 vs.
IDDM patients.

tionally high frequency of axo-glial dysjunction is excluded
from the evaluation, remaining NIDDMpatients exhibited a
significant positive correlation between axo-glial dysjunction
and duration of diabetes (Fig. 9, *, a = 8.54, b = 0.79, r2

= 0.35, P < 0.025). Axo-glial dysjunction did not correlate
with current hemoglobin A,C in either diabetic group (data
not shown). Thus, although axo-glial dysjunction increased
slightly as a function of age in both the nondiabetic controls

a

S IDDM(n= 1)

IControl (n=8)

p<0.001

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Myelinated fiber diameter
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I NIDDM (n= 17)

p<O.001
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Myelinated fiber diameter Myelinated fiber diameter

Figure 2. Effect of IDDM, NIDDM, and age on sural nerve myelin-
ated fiber caliber spectrum. Histograms of size distribution of my-
elinated fibers for IDDM and NIDDMpatients and age-matched
controls were constructed using computer-assisted measurements of
fiber areas from semithin toluidine blue-stained cross sections of
sural nerve fascicles at a magnification of 1,600. The height of each
bar represents the mean percentage (±SEM) of fibers within each in-
crement in fiber size (in micrometers) plotted along the abscissa. The
overall P value for differences in fiber size distribution was calculated
by x2 analysis. Histograms from IDDM and NIDDMpatients are

d
DM control (n=8)

DDMcontrol (n=1 1)

.001

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

compared with those of their age-matched controls in a and b. Histo-
grams from IDDM patients and NIDDMpatients are compared to
each other in c. Histograms from the younger controls for the IDDM
patients and the older controls from the NIDDMpatients are com-
pared in d. IDDM was associated with a clear shift of the fiber cali-
ber spectrum toward smaller diameter fibers compared with age-
matched controls (a), which was less evident in NIDDMpatients (b),
as illustrated in c. Aging in the controls produced a similar skewing
toward smaller nerve fibers as shown in d.
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Figure 3. Effect of IDDM, NIDDM, and age on mean myelinated
fiber size. Mean fiber cross-sectional areas calculated from histo-
grams like those in Fig. 2 were plotted as a function of age for each
IDDMand NIDDMpatient (a and *) and control (o and o), respec-
tively). Linear regression analysis revealed age-related decrements in
mean fiber size in the combined controls and NIDDMpatients (dot-
ted and dashed lines) but not in IDDM patients. Mean fiber size was
significantly reduced in the older NIDDMcontrols compared with
the younger IDDM controls, but not in the IDDM or NIDDMpa-
tients (Tables I A and I B, column 3).

4.01

and the NIDDMpatients (Fig. 8), it was markedly accentuated
in patients with IDDMas a function of duration but not sever-
ity of hyperglycemia (Fig. 9).

Teased fiber analysis. Consecutively teased sural nerve
fibers were morphologically categorized according to the crite-
ria of Dyck and co-workers (50, 52) as modified for diabetic
neuropathy on the basis of recent experience in the BB rat
model (39-41). The percentage of teased fibers with normal
appearance was markedly decreased in IDDM and NIDDM
patients to - 40% and 55% of that of their respective age-
matched controls (category A, Table II A, line 1). Neuropathy
in IDDMand NIDDMpatients correspondingly increased the
frequency of most types of abnormal nerve fibers. The fre-
quency of fibers exhibiting paranodal swelling (Fig. 10, panels
I and 2; category B, Table II A, line 2) was increased 20- and
10-fold, respectively, in IDDM and NIDDM patients with
neuropathy. Paranodal demyelination (Fig. 10, panels 3-5;
category C, Table II A, line 3) was increased 40- and 6-fold
in IDDMand NIDDMpatients correspondingly increased the
tercalated (remyelinated) nodes (Fig. 10, panel 6; category E,
Table II A, line 5) were increased fourfold in IDDM but not
NIDDM patients vs. age-matched controls, and were corre-
lated with paranodal demyelination (P < 0.010 by linear re-
gression analysis); however, when corrected for age by analysis

; (n=8)

IDDM (n=II)

.-' IDDM: a = 0.952 + 0.052
b = 0.012 + 0.001

r2 = 0.39 ± 0.06

IDDM controls: a = 0.582 ± 0.074
b = 0.018 ± 0.002

r2 = 0.35 ± 0.02

NIDDM: a = 0.705 ± 0.034
b = 0.018 ±0.001

r2 = 0.38 ± 0.03

NIDDM controls: a = 0.675 ± 0.074
b = 0.020 i 0.002

r2 = 0.37 ± 0.03

100

P<0.027

p< 0.001

I

200

Number of myelin lamellae

IDDM (n= I 1) (n 17)
NIDDM controls (n= 1 1)

/, ~IDDM controls: (n=8)

IDDM: a = 0.207 ± 0029
b = 0.098± 0.002

r2 = 0.73± 0.03
p.40.0011

IDDM controls: a = 0.240 ±0.029
b = 0.058 0.006

r = 0.80 0.04 P<0.001

NlDDM: a = 0.197 0.030
b = o.83 0.003

= 0.71 t 0.0
p-0.008

NIDDM controls: a = 0.151 0.028
b a 0.070 t 0.03

A2 = 0.77 0.03

5 10

Internodal diameter (.Mm)
15 20

11

Figure 4. Effect of IDDM, NIDDM, and age on
axon-myelin ratio (upper panel) and internodal
length-diameter ratio (lower panel). For axon-
myelin ratio, the natural logarithm of the ax-
onal cross-sectional area and the number of sur-
rounding myelin lamellae were measured on
electron-microscopic prints and plotted as rec-
ommendedby O'Neill Gilliatt (51) for - 40
randomly selected myelinated fibers from each
fascicular biopsy. The slopes of the linear regres-
sions generated from these points for each sub-
ject (b in the equation y = a + bx) were com-
pared for IDDM and NIDDMpatients and their
respective age-matched controls. The intercept
of the regression line for IDDM patients was sig-
nificantly higher than the IDDM controls only
at a myelin thickness of 10 lamellae (P
< 0.050), and was significantly lower at myelin
thicknesses of 100, 125, and 150 lamellae (P
< 0.050, < 0.010, < 0.010) indicating that the
shift in slope was primarily due to a decrease in
the axon-myelin ratio of large myelinated fibers
rather than an increase in the ratio in small
fibers (21). For internodal length-diameter
ratio, the internodal length of teased fibers was
measured using an eyepiece caliper, and inter-
nodal diameter measured at five equidistant
points along the internode. The internodal
length and the mean of the five measurements
of fiber diameter were plotted, and compared by
linear regression analysis as above for IDDM
and NIDDMpatients and their respective age-
matched controls. Reduction in the axon-my-
elin ratio or increase in the internodal length-
diameter ratio generally connotes loss of axonal
cross-sectional area. IDDM patients had the
lowest axon-myelin and the highest internodal
length-diameter ratios, consistent with the most
prominent axonal shrinkage.
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of covariance and compared with the combined controls, the
frequency of intercalated nodes was increased in both IDDM
and NIDDMpatients (category E, Table II B, line 5). Segmen-
tal demyelination (category G, Table II A, line 7) was increased
nine- and fivefold in IDDM and NIDDM patients, respec-
tively. Myelin wrinkling (Fig. 1 1; category D, Table II A, line
4), conventionally interpreted as a secondary response to ax-
onal shrinkage, was increased 13- and 6-fold in IDDM and
NIDDM patients, respectively, compared with their age-
matched controls. (Linear regression analysis of age-corrected
values confirmed the generally accepted association of excess
myelin wrinkling with other hallmarks of axonal shrinkage,
i.e., decreased axon-myelin ratio [P < 0.001 in combined
controls and IDDM patients and P < 0.010 in NIDDMpa-
tients] and increased internodal length-fiber diameter ratio [P

Figure 5. Effect of IDDM, NIDDM, and age
on CV. The variation of fiber density among
radial sectors of each fascicular biopsy was
determined as described in Methods and
plotted against the age of each IDDM and
NIDDMpatient ( and ., respectively) and
their respective age-matched controls (o and
o). Linear regression analysis revealed a posi-
tive correlation between age and CV in the
combined controls and the IDDM patients,
but not in the NIDDMpatients in whom
CVcorrelated with duration of diabetes (Fig.
6). CVwas significantly increased in the
NIDDMbut not the IDDM patients com-
pared with their respective age-matched con-
trols (Table I A, column 4) or compared
with the combined controls after correction
for differences in age (Table I B, column 4).

< 0.025 in combined controls, P < 0.005 in IDDM patients
and P < 0.050 in NIDDMpatients]). Wallerian degeneration
(category F, Table II A, line 6) was increased about twofold in
both IDDMand NIDDMpatients. Fibers exhibiting regenera-
tion and/or remyelination were increased fourfold in both
IDDM and NIDDMpatients compared with their respective
age-matched controls (category H, Table II A, line 8).

Thus, the abnormalities at the node of Ranvier exhibited
by teased nerve fibers from patients with IDDMand NIDDM
were qualitatively similar and included paranodal swelling,
demyelination, and remyelination. The overall frequency of
nodal pathology was fourfold greater in the IDDM patients
than in NIDDM patients compared to their respective age-
matched controls (Table II A, sum of categories B, C, and E),
but this statistically insignificant quantitative difference was

0
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0 U

.

: --
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.
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.

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Duration of diabetes (years)

Figure 6. Effect of duration of IDDMand
NIDDMon CV. The values for CVin the
IDDM patients (i) and NIDDMpatients (e)
were plotted against duration of diabetes and
analyzed by linear regression. The abnor-
mally increased CVvalues in NIDDMpa-
tients were linearly related to duration of
diabetes, whereas the normal CVvalues in
IDDM patients were not related to duration
of diabetes.
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Figure 7. Axo-glial dysjunction and axonal swelling in a fascicular
nerve biopsy from a patient with neuropathy complicating IDDM.
(a) Longitudinal section through the nodal and paranodal areas of a

large myelinated axon with apparent normal architecture and nor-

mal abutment of the terminal myelin loops. (b) Higher magnification
of the right lower portion of the micrograph shows terminal myelin
loops which are well apposed to the axolemma but without axoglial
junctional complexes (arrows). Myelinated fibers showing a high fre-
quency of axo-glial dysjunction seldom displayed nodal and para-
nodal swelling. (c) This longitudinal section of the nodal and para-
nodal area shows distortion of the nodal architecture and axonal
swelling of the node. Mi, mitochondrion. This abnormality was

usually not associated with the absence of axo-glial junctional com-

plexes ("axo-glial dysjunction"). (d) In this particular fiber, however,

I

..o?:t,
.:

*s: - i
*It. b

B

f
axo-glial dysjunction was noted (arrows). Preserved axo-glial junc-
tions are also visible as electron-dense structures between the axo-
lemma and the plasma membrane surrounding the terminal loops
(arrowheads). In IDDM patients a highly significant (P < 0.001) as-

sociation was found between the frequency of paranodal swelling and
that of axo-glial dysjunction suggesting a causal relationship between
these two abnormalities. (e) Longitudinal section through the nodal
and paranodal area of a myelinated fiber of a control nerve. No
nodal swelling is seen and the terminal myelin loops are closely ap-

posed to the axolemma. (f) As demonstrated in the high-magnifica-
tion micrograph, the myelin loops are anchored to the axolemma by
electron-dense axo-glial junctional complexes (arrowheads). Magnifi-
cations: (a) X 4,194; (b) X 62,100; (c) x 13,500; (d) x 55,080; (e)
x 10,620; (f) x 55,080.
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Figure 8. Effect of IDDM, NIDDM, and age on
axo-glial dysjunction. The number of terminal
myelin loops without discernible axo-glial junc-
tion complexes (see Fig. 7) was determined in
nearly 400 loops per fascicular biopsy and ex-
pressed as a percentage. This percentage of axo-
glial dysjunction was plotted as a function of the
age of the subject for IDDMand NIDDMsub-
jects (. and ., respectively) and their age-
matched controls (open symbols). Regression
analysis revealed linear relationships between
age and axo-glial dysjunction for the combined
controls and the NIDDMpatients, but not for
the IDDM patients in whomaxo-glial dysjunc-
tion correlated with duration of diabetes (Fig.
9). Axo-glial dysjunction was increased signifi-
cantly in the IDDMbut not the NIDDMpaw
tients compared to their respective controls
(Tables I A and I B, column 5).

eliminated by. age correction (Table II B, categories B, C, and
E). This is in stark contrast to the. marked increase in para-
nodal axo-glial dysjunction in IDDM patients.(Table I A, col-
umn 5) that persists following correction for age (Table I B,
colunm 5). Thus, neuropathy in IDDMand NIDDMpatients
exhibited similar paranodal pathology by teased fiber analysis
despite a marked increase in axo-glial dysjunction that was
restricted to IDDM patients (Tables I A and I B, column 5).
Yet, the presence of axo-glial dysjunction in IDDM patients
closely correlated with the teased fibers hallmarks of nodal
pathology (P < 0.050 for paranodal swelling and P< 0.025 for
paranodal demyelination by linear regression analysis).
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Axonal pathology was expressed in teased fibers primarily
by a tendency for an exaggerated increase in myelin wrinkling
(Fig. 1 1; Tables II A and II B, category D) in IDDM patients,
and for increased Wallerian degeneration (Tables II A and II B,
category F) in NIDDMpatients. This tendency for alternative
expression of axonal pathology in IDDM and NIDDM be-
came statistically significant when values were corrected for
age and compared to the combined controls (Table II B, cate-
gories d and f; compare columns 1 and 3). Increased myelin
wrinkling in IDDMpatients correlated with axo-glial dysjunc-
tion (r = 0.798, P < 0.001), which could magnify myelin wrin-
kling by permitting paranodal myelin retraction. On the other
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Figure 9. Effect of duration of diabetes'on
axo-glial dysjunction in IDDMand NIDDM
patients. Axo-glial dysjunction increased lin-
early with duration of diabetes in IDDM (i)
but not NIDDM(-) patients in whomit was
not increased over age-matched controls
(Fig. 7) and Tables I A and I B).
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Table II A. Scored Pathology of Teased Fibers in Sural Nerve Biopsies from IDDMand NIDDMPatients and Age-matched Controls

IDDM NIDDM

Fiber categories Patients Controls Patients Controls

Percentage of totalfibers Percentage of totalfibers

A. Normal fibers 37.5 (25.5-48.0) 90.6 (79.1-94.8) 45.8 (17.2-70.6)* 82.3 (64.2-92.8)t
P<0.001 P< 0.001

B. Paranodal swelling 2.4 (1.1-4.2) 0.13 (0.0-0.7) 2.4 (0.5-5.9)* 0.2 (0.0-0.7)$
P<0.001 P<0.001

C. Paranodal demyelination 11.4 (7.0-16.4) 0.3 (0.00-0.70) 11.1 (5.3-17.5)* 2.0 (0.30-5.8)t
P <0.001 P< 0.001

D. Myelin wrinkling 26.0 (13.9-36.0) 2.0 (0.0-5.4) 17.8 (3.9-34.9)* 3.0 (0.3-6.5)t
P< 0.001 P< 0.001

E. Intercalated nodes 5.2 (1.3-11.0) 1.2 (0.0-3.4) 5.9 (2.0-10.1)* 4.1 (0.7-9.6)
P < 0.005

F. Wallerian degeneration 2.9 (0.0-7.6) 1.3 (0.6-2.8) 4.9 (0.5-10.4)* 2.3 (0.6-3.8)
P < 0.005

G. Segmental demyelination 4.5 (1.6-8.8) 0.5 (0.0-1.3) 5.3 (0.5-12.8)* 1.1 (0.0-2.5)f
P <0.005 P<0.001

H. Regeneration/remyelination 8.0 (1.7-16.1) 1.9 (0.2-3.9) 6.2 (1.0-15.1)1" 1.4 (0.1-3.9)t
P<0.001 P<0.001

Individual myelinated fibers were teased from fascicular sural nerve biopsies obtained from neuropathic patients with IDDMand NIDDMand
age-matched controls, and categorized based on morphological criteria modified from (53) as described in detail (Sima et ai., manuscript in
preparation) and observed by phase-contrast microscopy. Data are displayed as estimated means (and observed ranges) with P values derived
from an ANOVA. * P < 0.001 vs. IDDM controls. t P < 0.001 vs. IDDM patients. I P < 0.005 vs. IDDM patients. 11 P < 0.005 vs. IDDM
controls.

Table I B. Age-adjusted Scored Pathology of Teased Fibers in Sural Nerve Biopsies Obtainedfrom IDDM
and NIDDMPatients and Combined Controls

Fiber categories IDDM patients Combined controls NIDDMpatients

Percentage of totalfibers

A. Normal fibers 33.5±3.7 85.3±2.8 48.0±2.8*
P<0.001 P<0.001

B. Paranodal swelling 2.4±0.3 0.1±0.2 2.4±0.3
P<0.001 P<0.001

C. Paranodal demyelination 11.9±0.9 1.4±0.7 10.8±0.7
P<0.001 P<0.001

D. Myelin wrinkling 27.1±1.9 2.5±1.4 17.1±1.5*
P<0.001 P<0.001

E. Intercalated nodes 6.1±0.9 3.0±0.7 5.4±0.7
P < 0.025 P < 0.025

F. Wallerian degeneration 2.9±0.7 1.9±0.5 4.8±0.5§
P<0.001

G. Segmental demyelination 4.7±0.9 0.8±0.7 5.2±0.7
P < 0.005 P < 0.001

H. Regeneration/remyelination 8.0±1.1 1.3±0.8 6.1±0.9
P<0.001 P<0.001

Data from Table II A on IDDM and NIDDMpatients and combined controls are displayed as age-adjusted means±SEMcomputed by analysis
of covariance with age eliminated as an independent covariant. All categories of teased fiber pathology except categories C and E showed signif-
icant correlations with age in the controls. P values were derived from analysis of covariance. * P < 0.005 vs. IDDM patients. tP < 0.001 vs.
IDDM patients. § P < 0.050 vs. IDDM patients.
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S " p Figure 10. The effect of diabetes on the para-
nodal apparatus of myelinated fibers recon-
structed in sequence. A series of teased fibers
from patients with IDDMwere arranged to il-

5 lustrate the presumed sequence of nodal struc-
tural change beginning with paranodal swelling
(panels 1 and 2; category B, Tables II A and II
B), progressing through paranodal demyelina-
tion with myelin retraction (panels 3-5; cate-

_ _ gory C, Tables II A and II B) to paranodal re-
* myelination (intercalated node) (panel 6; cate-

gory E, Tables II A and II B). The nerve fibers
6 were osmicated and teased in Epon as described

in Methods. x 720.

hand, axo-glial dysjunction and Wallerian degeneration were
inversely correlated in IDDM patients (r = - 0.716, P
< 0.005). Thus, axo-glial dysjunction and associated axonal
atrophy and myelin wrinkling were distinctive characteristics
of fiber damage in IDDM patients, whereas Wallerian degen-
eration accompanied the more focal fiber loss in NIDDMpa-
tients.

Discussion

The distal symmetric form of diabetic neuropathy in both
humans and animals is characterized by a spatially heteroge-
neous degeneration and loss of distal portions of large and
small myelinated nerve fibers (1, 15, 20, 29, 40, 44, 59-62)
accompanied by endoneurial vascular abnormalities (1, 17,

20) and associated with proximal focal lesions resembling
those attributed to nondiabetic vascular insufficiency (1, 20,
21). Myelinated fiber density and occupancy (measures of
fiber number) and mean myelinated fiber cross-sectional area
(a measure of fiber size) decreased as a function of age in a
nondiabetic control population, most likely reflecting a selec-
tive loss of large myelinated nerve fibers. Fiber loss in control
subjects coincided with an increase in the intrafascicular sec-
torial CV of fiber density, which, by the criteria of Dyck and
co-workers (50, 52) would imply an age-dependent relative
ischemia of peripheral nerve in nondiabetic subjects. In order
to distinguish the similar effects of age and diabetes on sural
nerve morphometry and teased fiber analysis, age matched
controls were considered mandatory for proper interpretation
of diabetic nerve biopsies.
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Figure 11. Excessive myelin wrinkling of a single teased nerve fiber.
Excessively wrinkled myelin was the most frequently observed ab-
normality in teased sural nerve fibers from both IDDM and NIDDM
patients (Table I A, line 4, category D). It correlated with the mor-
phometric hallmarks of axonal atrophy such as the axon-myelin and

Therefore, morphometric data from sural nerve biopsies
obtained from younger IDDM and older NIDDM patients
with neuropathy were compared with strictly age-matched
controls and subjected to correction for age differences by
analysis of covariance. Myelinated fiber density and occu-
pancy were comparably diminished in IDDM and NIDDM
patients compared with their respective age-matched controls.
Paranodal pathology (paranodal swelling, demyelination, and
remyelination), myelin wrinkling, segmental demyelination,
and fiber regeneration and remyelination were increased in
biopsies from both IDDM and NIDDM patients compared

internodal length-diameter ratios (Fig. 4) and with axo-glial dysjunc-
tion (Fig. 7). Its greater prevalence in IDDM vs. NIDDMpatients
(Table II B, line 4, category D) may reflect the greater axonal atro-
phy alone, or the additive effects of atrophy plus axo-glial dysjunc-
tion in IDDM. X 410.

with age-matched or age-corrected controls, as has been noted
by others (20, 21, 25, 28, 34).

Detailed structural analysis of the node of Ranvier in sural
nerve biopsies from IDDMpatients revealed the entire array of
statistically interrelated changes described in the BB rat model
(2) including paranodal swelling, axo-glial dysjunction
(39-41), and subtle axonal atrophy (44) (the last of which is
found also in other animal models for IDDM such as the
streptozotocin diabetic rat, in which mean tibial nerve fiber
size diminishes without a change in fiber number, and analysis
of axon-myelin ratio ascribes this shift entirely to a reduction
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in the size of existing axons [63]). These results differ some-
what from those of Dyck, Rizza, and co-workers (21) who
failed to detect axonal atrophy in sural nerve biopsies from
patients with IDDM using only a single (nlog axon/myelin
area) rather than multiple parameters for axonal atrophy, and
employing a less favorable technique for its assessment (51).
NIDDMpatients failed to exhibit markedly increased axo-glial
dysjunction or consistent evidence of axonal atrophy despite
comparable degrees of nerve fiber loss, paranodal swelling, and
paranodal demyelination; this structural discordance persisted
after adjustment for differences in age. Thus the axo-glial dys-
junction and axonal atrophy of the BB rat model faithfully
simulate the neuropathology of IDDM, but less so that of
NIDDM.

Conversely, Wallerian degeneration and intrafascicular CV
were increased only in NIDDMpatients, the latter as a func-
tion of duration of diabetes, generally confirming observations
by Dyck, Rizza, and co-workers (21) but with some important
differences. Their random-grid technique for intrafascicular
CV, counting only a fraction of the total number of fibers
within each nerve fascicle, did not detect age-related changes
in their nondiabetic controls and IDDM patients; therefore,
they compared their major diabetic groups to controls less
than half as old (mean ages 52, 56, and 55 yr in NIDDMmales
and females and IDDM males vs. 24 yr in controls). The in-
creased intrafascicular CV reported in their IDDM patients is
largely eliminated if the age-correction factor of 0.29% CVper
year from the present study is applied (21). Although the sec-
torial technique to measure intrafascicular CV employed in
the present study underestimates concentric variation in fiber
density, spatial variation in fiber density in diabetic neuropa-
thy results from wedge-shaped or crescent-shaped focal lesions
at the periphery of the fascicle (1), which should not lead to
strictly concentric gradients of fiber density. Thus increased
intrafascicular CV would appear to genuinely characterize
neuropathy in NIDDMbut not IDDM. The increased spatial
heterogeneity in sural nerve fiber density in diabetic neuropa-
thy correlates with and has been ascribed to more distinct
intra- and interfascicular focal regions of fiber loss that have
been detected at more proximal levels within the peripheral
nervous system in autopsy studies (1, 20) (interfascicular varia-
tion in fiber density would not be detected in most sural nerve
biopsy studies where only a single fascicle is sampled).
Whether the discordant sural nerve intrafascicular CV in
IDDM and NIDDM reflect corresponding differences in
proximal nerve pathology, or divergent peripheral responses to
similar degrees of proximal inter- or intrafascicular focal dam-
age, remains to be established.

This morphological discordance in sural nerve biopsies
from patients with neuropathy complicating IDDM and
NIDDM suggest a number of possible temporal and/or se-
quential differences in the underlying pathogenesis. Distal
symmetric polyneuropathy in IDDMand NIDDMis unlikely
to reflect entirely and fundamentally different pathogenetic
processes because of the many shared clinical, biochemical,
electrophysiological, and morphological characteristics. Axo-
glial dysjunction and fiber atrophy might comprise epiphe-
nomena unrelated to the postulated sequence leading from
paranodal swelling to more advanced alterations in nodal ar-
chitecture such as paranodal demyelination; this is unlikely
because myelin retraction would presumably entail disruption
of axo-glial junctional complexes, and because axo-glial dys-

junction correlates with paranodal swelling and paranodal de-
myelination in IDDM patients. The population of large my-
elinated nerve fibers shown to be most susceptible to diabetes-
induced axo-glial dysjunction in the BB rat model (41) may
have been depleted from the older NIDDM patients by the
age-related selective fiber loss detected in the nondiabetic con-
trol population. Unfortunately, the small number of subjects
in this study precluded statistical evaluation of a possible rela-
tionship between axo-glial dysjunction and various fiber popu-
lations in human diabetic neuropathy. Axo-glial dysjunction
and subtle fiber atrophy in IDDM, and Wallerian degenera-
tion in NIDDM, may reflect alternative pathways leading
from the early metabolic damage (expressed as paranodal
swelling) to ultimate loss of nerve fibers. For instance, axo-glial
dysjunction might be evanescent in NIDDM, progressing rap-
idly to more advanced stages of fiber pathology such as Wal-
lerian degeneration. The positive correlation between para-
nodal swelling and axo-glial dysjunction in the IDDM pa-
tients, the inverse relationship between axo-glial dysjunction
and Wallerian degeneration in the two diabetic groups, and the
inverse correlation between these two parameters in the nondi-
abetic controls are consistent with this construct. In the BB rat,
paranodal swelling (39, 40) and probably axo-glial dysjunction
(41) are linked to insulin deficiency and hyperglycemia via
secondary defects in nerve polyol and myo-inositol metabo-
lism and (Na,K)-ATPase function, metabolic abnormalities
shared by the sural nerve biopsies from both the IDDM and
NIDDM patients (64). The increase in axo-glial dysjunction
was restricted to IDDM, despite similar degrees of paranodal
swelling, fiber loss, duration, and severity of diabetes and neu-
ropathy, and reduced myo-inositol content and (Na,K)-ATP-
ase activity in both diabetic groups (64). Because nerve fiber
loss is more focal in NIDDM, and is associated with increased
Wallerian degeneration, it is tempting to speculate that super-
imposed vascular factors in NIDDM patients channel nerve
fiber loss through Wallerian degeneration as a sequel or alter-
native to axo-glial dysjunction. The increased frequency of
prolonged undetected antecedent hyperglycemia and the
higher prevalence of symptomatic neuropathy at diagnosis in
NIDDMpatients (45) suggests that they may exhibit a more
indolent form of neuropathy possibly reflecting a less serious
metabolic derangement; this view would be consistent with the
significantly lower sural nerve sorbitol levels in NIDDM vs.
IDDMdespite comparable nerve glucose and hemoglobin AIC
levels (64). Prevention and/or treatment studies using specific
metabolic intervention, plus additional detailed structural
studies in diabetic and nondiabetic subjects will be required to
definitively differentiate among these various possibilities.

These studies strongly support the relevance of the BB rat
model and its linked sequential biochemical, biophysical, and
morphological pathogenetic mechanisms (2, 9, 42, 44) to
human diabetic neuropathy, especially in IDDM. Despite sig-
nificant similarities, the pathogenetic picture of neuropathy in
NIDDMappears slightly more complex than in IDDM, with
structural characteristics compatible with a superimposed vas-
cular component. This subtle pathogenetic variability should
be recognized in the design, implementation, and interpreta-
tion of future clinical trials in diabetic polyneuropathy. Many
of the same metabolic abnormalities involving sorbitol, myo-
inositol and (Na,K)-ATPase that have been invoked in the
primary fiber damage in the BB rat have now been identified
in vascular elements (6, 7, 13, 14) including endoneurial capil-
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laries (7). The recent suggestion that (Na,K)-ATPase inhibi-
tion produces an exaggerated vasoconstrictive response in
neural vessels (65) raises the intriguing possibility that meta-
bolically induced abnormalities in vascular tone superimposed
on macroangiopathy in NIDDMpatients may become limit-
ing for nerve fiber survival. Thus, similar defects in sorbitol,
myo-inositol and (Na,K)-ATPase metabolism in the nodal re-
gion of large myelinated nerve fibers as well as in other cellular
components of peripheral nerve may contribute to the patho-
genesis of neuropathy in IDDM and NIDDMpatients via sub-
tly different routes depending upon conditioning factors such
as age-related vascular disease.
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